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LXXVI I .  Thermodynamical Theory of Surface ~l~nsion. By  
SHIZUWO SAlslO, Physical Institute, Imperial University of 
To@o *. 
I N this paper I am going to present o the reader a thermodynamieal theory of surface tension in the 
transition layer between fluids, based on several assumptions, 
some of which are quite arbitrary. 
Let us consider two fluids in contact and in equilibrium, 
and the layer of transition between the fluids not charged 
with electricity, except for the fact that the layer is a double 
sheet. 
In this paper it is assumed that (i.) some of the chemical 
constituents of which the two fluids in contact with each 
other are made are electrolytic ions unless the contrary is 
stated, and at every point each of the densities pl, P~, p,, is 
not absolutely zero, where p~ is the density of tlae" i-th 
constituent ; (it.)the free energy per unit volume F is a 
function of the absolute temperature 8 and the n densities 
pl, p2, • • • p,,, but is independent of the space variations of 
these quantities; (iii.) F depends not only on (r, but on 
5x '55"~)z '  and not on the higher space variations of a, 
where o" is a scalar quantity defining the state of aggregation ; 
(iv.) F is a continuous function of the n+8 independent 
variables a, o-,, ay, az, 8, Pl, P: • . • pn, Dx, D~, Dz, where 
bq b~ ~r  respectively, and Dx, D u, a~, o-y, cr~ stand fo r -bx '3y '~z  
I).- are the components of the electric displacement ; (v.) all 
the independent variables a, o-x, av, crz, 8, el, p:, • • • p,, Dx, 
Dy, Dz are continuous functions of the rectangular 
co-ordinates x, y, z ;  (vi.) F is sensibly independent of 
qx, oy, ~rz in all the points outside of the transition layer ; and 
(vii.) the elementary work done per unit volume on the 
electric field when the densities are kept constant is 
E JDx  + E f lDv  + EflD~, 
where E~, E~, Ez are the components of the electric force. 
The quantity a above stated requires some explanation. 
The functional form of F differs according as we take the 
first fluid or the second. For the first fluid we put b-----e ~, a 
Communicated by Prof. A. W. Porter~ F.R.S. 
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650 Mr. Shizuwo Sane on the Thermoctynandcal  
constant, for every point in the fluid for all values of 
t?, Pl, P~, • • • pn, Dx, Dy, Dz. For every ])oint of the second 
fluid, is assigned another constant value of o, say o '/. 1 
consider every point in the transition layer on a line normal 
to the layer to have different values of o varying from a' to o ~'. 
It was hinted in my former paper on the equilibrium of 
fluids in au electromagnetic field * that a theory explaining 
the existence of surface tension can be formed by assuming 
that F contains o'x, o.v, oz. According to my theory, every 
point along the orthog'onal line in the transition layer is in a 
different state of aggregation and is in stable equilibrium, 
both mechanically and chemically, although I shall not enter 
into any investigation of the conditions of stability. Though 
I assume that the fluids vary continuously from one phase to 
the other, the conception differs entirely from that contained 
in van der Waals's equation of condition. 
In the paper referred to, I proved that the conditions of 
chemical equilibrium are 
~F ~ 
where ~e and ~ttg are electric and gravitational potentials 
respectively, and qi the quantity of electricity associated with 
the unit mass o~ the i-th constituent, and Ci is independent of 
x,y, z. In obtaining (1) it was assumed that the gravitational 
field was uniform, but it can be easily seen that the proof is 
more general. In (1) the effect of mutual gravitational 
attraction of different portions of the fluids under consider- 
ation is neglected. 
It was also proved that if there is a reaction equation of 
the form 
~v~S~=0,  . . . . . . .  (2)  
where S~ represents a molecule of the i-th constituent and 
v's are integers, then the equation of chemical equilibrium 
corresponding to the reaction (2) is 
E~,m,~F =O, . . . . . .  (3) 
ml being the molecular weight of the i-th constituent. 
Proceeding in a similar way as in my paper above men- 
tioned, the equations of mechanical equilibrium are easily 
Prec. Math.-Phys. Soc. Tokyo, it. p. 365 (1905) ; Physik. Zeitschr. vi. 
p. 566 (1905). 
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Theory of Surface Tension. 651 
found to be 
X=~x{- -F+~ bF~;x +i~lp~bpi + '="  bF EyD,+E~D~ 
+:~F bF ~F_ExD,_E ,D ,~ J I 
Z= . . . .  J 
where X, Y, Z are the components of the impressed force 
per unit volume. 
Now, suppose that the layer of transition is not placed 
under an external electric field, so that we may take the 
component electric force parallel to the surface a~-const., 
which passes through the point under consideration, to 
vanish. 
When the capillary layer is not horizontal, there will be a 
component of the electric force parallel to the layer, due to 
the effect of gravity, but this is so small that for all practical 
purposes it may be neglected. The electric displacement 
outside the layer is, by the same reasoning, taken to be zero. 
Let us consider a line orthogonal to the series of surfaces 
a--- const, and take two points PP and P'~ on this line, 
PZ being in the first fluid and P" in the second, both being 
very near to the transition layer ; and let ds be the element 
of the line. Then it immediately follows from (4) that the 
surface tension is 
-ED)  ds, (5) T=~(  ~F  
where cs denotes the magnitude of the vector (~, ~,  o-~), 
and E and D are the electric force and electric displacement 
respectively, and the integral is to be taken from pr to P ' .  
By dint of these suppositions, the position of pt along the 
curve does not alter the value of the rioht,-hand side of (5) 
so long as P~ lies outside the transition layer. 
Now suppose that the axis of x is vertical, and that the 
surfaces o-=const, are horizontal planes and that the variables 
are independent of y and z. In this case we may write (5) 
in the ibrm 
T-- f[~. bF -- ~.D) ~Zx. (6) - j \  . . . .  
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652 Mr. Shizuwo Sane on the Thermodz/namlcal 
I f  pe denotes the electric charge per unit volume, then 
~=" .SD 
p~ = Z=I qlpi= (7) 
so that (6) may be written 
since D vanishes at pI and P ' .  
The phenomena of pyro-electrleity each us that E does 
not vanish at the same time as D in crystals having polar 
axes. It seems to me that it is quite natural to suppose 
that at any point P within the transition layer the fluid may 
be considered just l ikea crystal having a polar axis, normal 
to the series of surfaces a=const. ,  i. e. the electric .force 
~F 
~D contains ~rx and does not vanish when D=0.  I f  thisis 
really the case, both ~.~. -  aunt ~IGp~ contain terms depending 
0o"  x 
upon the distribution of electricity in the layer of transition, 
so that it is impossible to conceive that --  f ~P~ dx would be 
the term arising from the double sheet of" electricity in the 
layer. 
I f  we assume that F is independent of ~x, then (6) would 
become 
T = -- .i E D dx, 
where E vanishes imultaneously with D. Since we expect 
that E and D have the same sign at P, this value of T would 
become negative, i. e. the mechanical equilibrimn would be 
labile. Hence if we assume that F is independent of a~, then 
the fluid cannot exist in two phases in contact. Discussing 
this from another point of view : -  
In the following, I assmne that the temperature is given, 
and neglect the effect of gravity altogether. Let the 
quantities referring to the point P'  be accented once, and 
those corresponding to p,1 twice. 
Now, assuming that F does not contain o-~,, then from 
(1), (3), (4) we get 
~F' ~F" [i=~, 2, .3, (9) 
~7 +q~(W-W' )= ~p~,,, . . . .  
5F' 
vimi-~-o,=-O , . . . . . . . . . . .  (10) 
--F''~ ,DF' _F,,+E,~,~F ~-~Pi ~-~7= ri ~)pi~, . . . . . .  ( i i )  
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First, suppose that there is only one independent con- 
stituent, and that all the molecules are electrically neutral. 
Let there be n - i  kinds of molecules S~, $3 . . . .  S,, all of 
which are formed by the polymerization of $I. In this ease 
there arc , -  1 equations of the type (10), so that there are 
2n equations (9), (10), and (11) determining 2n unknown 
quantities pl', p/ ,  . . .  p,/, pl", p2", . . .  p,".  Hence the 
constants C in the equations 
aF  3F ' -C i ,  [ i=1,  2 . . . .  n],  (12) 
"Opi - -~pi' 
- -F+Zp i~ = C,,+1 . . . . .  (13) 
become determinate. Since w  have supposed that all the 
5D 
molecules are electrically neutral~  =0,  from which we 
have D=0,  since by our supposition D vanishes at pt andP ' .  
Hence F contains only n unknown quantities pl, p:, • • • p~ for 
any value of a between (r ~ and all. But these quantities 
would have to satisfy n + 1 equations (12) and (13), which is 
impossible. 
.Next, take the case of the system composed of h inde- 
pendent constituents, the molecules of which are all supposed 
to be electrically neutral. In this case there are n- -h  inde-. 
pendent reaction equations of the form (2), to which correspond 
~--h equations of the type (I0). Since we can give any 
assigned values to P2'/P~', Ps ' /P / , . . .  Phi~p/between proper 
• • ~ • • l ! t f l  I t  l !  hmlts, .,n unknown quantltaes pl,  P2, • • • p~, pa , P2 , • • • p~ 
are determinate corresponding to any set of values of 
I ! I ! • • P2/Pl, • • • ph/Pt,  so that Cx, C~,. C,~+1 become determinate. 
Just as in the preceding case in which there is only one 
indepepdent constituent, he n densities Pl, Ps, • • • P~ would 
have to satisfy n + 1 equations (12) and (13) in the interior 
of the transition layer. 
Thus, if we suppose that there are only neutral molecules 
in the fluids, and also assume that F is independent of ~'~, then 
it follows that it is impossible to consider tha~ there would 
be a transition layer in equilibrium between two fluids. 
~ext, suppose that F is again independent of ax, and that 
there are eleetrolytically dissociated molecules. 
First, take the case in which the two fluids consist of only 
one independent constituent, so called. In this case the 
molecules St, $2, • . • S~ are connected by n- -2  independent 
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654 Mr. Shizuwo Sano on the Thermodynamlcal 
reaction equations, and tile 2n-I-1 unknown quantities 
pi t ,  P2 I, " " • O~ l, P l  II, D2 tl, • • • pn tt, ~tJ [~%tt ' are determined by 
2n+1 unknown quantities pl', p /  . . . p : ,  pl", p~', • • • pn'l~ 
"--~FJ are determined by 2n+ [ equations (9), (10), (11), 
and 
Zq~pz'=0, ZTpi" =0 . . . . . .  (14) 
Hence, if we write 
2, . . .  (15) bp~ 
- -F+Zp i~ =G,+~, . . . . . . .  (16) 
then the constants G are determined quantities. Solving 
the n+l  equations (15) and (16), the n+l  quantities 
~(~I¢~--~J), p1, p~, - . .  P~ and also the right-hand side of 
the equation 
bD 
5X'=~qip i  . . . . . .  (17) 
become functions of D and a only. Differentiating ~PJ-We 
with respect o x and making use of the equation 
E=3 F bD'"  . . . . . .  (18) 
and then eliminating D, we  get an equation in the form 
dx ' dx  ~ ] =0, 
from which we deduce a solution of the form 
° - - - -~(x+A,  B) ,  . . . . .  (19) 
where A and B are constants of integration. 
During the process of reaching the final solution of o" as a 
function of x, we have differentiated ~ '  --~e with re.~pect to 
x, so that we cannot expect (19) to satisfy the condition that 
~ J - -~e  vanishes at P', unless the arbitary constants in (19) 
are so chosen as to satisfy the condition. All the solutions 
of (17) satisfy the condition ~ D -~- =0 at o=o-', but not D=0 
at the same point. ]]enco, in order that equation (19) may 
be our solution, it must satisfy the three conditions that 
W~- -~ '  and D vanish at P'  and o becomes 0-' at the same 
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Theory of Surface Tension. 655 
point. But (19) contains only two arbitrary constants, o 
that it cannot satisfy all these three conditions. Therefore 
in this case the transition layer cannot exist. 
It  will be remarked that in this ease the transition layer 
is just llke a fluid in which there are two independent con- 
stituents, since n kinds of molecules are connected with each 
other by only n -2  independent reaction equations. 
In the case in which there are more independent constitu- 
ents, the reasoning quite similar to the above holds good, and 
we see that the neglecting of terms containing o-x in the 
expression of F leads to impossible conclusions. 
Hence, it seems to me that when we are considering the 
equilibrium of fluids in the t~:ansition layer we must suppose 
be that F depends upon ~,  so that the existence of surface 
tension is itself closely connected to the fact that the 
system can exis~ in two phases in contact. 
Now suppose that F depends upon qx. At first let there 
be neither cation nor anion in the fluids. In tbis case our 
equations are 
bF ~,=c~, [i'--1, 2 , . . . ,~ , . . . .  (-90) 
_F+~x bF  b-J~ +:~P~ =0,~+~, (~1) 
D=0, .  . . . . . .  (22) 
where the n+l  constants C are to be considered as deter- 
minate. A glance at equations (20), (21), (22) shows that 
the equation determining a as a function of x is a differential 
equation of the first order, the constant of integration being 
determined by the fact that a----(r' at P'. 
bF I t  is more general to auppose that ~-~ does not vanish at 
P when D---- 0, and that 
xt,. - _ _ ,  = 8-D dx 
does not vanish. When W¢' - -~"  does not vanish, the layer 
of transition may be looked upon as a double sheet of free 
electricity, but not of real electricity. 
Finally, let us suppose that F contains ~ and that there are 
electrolytic ions in the fluids. In this ease our equations are 
(151, (17~, (18), and (21), and Lhe equation for determining 
as a function of x is a differential equation of the third order, 
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656 Mr. Shizuwo Sane on the Tl~errnodynamical 
so that o- can satisfy the three boundary conditions that 
~e--~e' and D vanish at P' and (r becomes or' at the same 
point. At the same time p:, p~, . . . pn, D become definite 
functions of x, and the distance between the two points at 
5- which ~-~ becomes sensibly equal to zero gives the thickness 
of the transition layer. 
It appears to me at present hat the case last mentioned 
contains the most natural assumptions as to the conception 
of F, i. e. (i.) the fluids are electrolytically dissociated, (it.) F 
~)a ~ ~(r (iii.) F is sensibly independent ofdepends upon bx' 3y' Dz' 
~_~ ~o" ba when a becomes either o-' or a", although the 
absence of electrolytic ions does not prevent the existence of 
the transition layer. 
In will be remarked that according to this theory the 
difference ot ~ electric potentials between P' and P"" is a 
definite quantity provided that the physical and chemical 
conditions at P' are given, and that the condition of the 
maximum surface tension is quite differeut from the condition 
that the difference of electric potentials between P' and P" 
vanishes, so that it is not probable that these two things 
always occur at the same time. 
I shall conclude this paper by giving other expressions of 
surface tension and by describing the xpressions for some 
quantities relating to it, always neglecting the effect of 
gravity. 
If we write (1) and (4) in the form 
5F ~p~ H-qixFe=(Ji, [ i=1,  2, . . .n ] ,  (23) 
5F  5F  , 
where p' denotes the pressure at P', then (8) becomes 
In the case of only one independent constituent, so called, 
(25) can be written 
~F' 
= d ,  
d\  P P' ] P ' '  
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Theory of Surface Tension. 657 
where pl" is the density of an electrically neutral constituent 
at P', and p and p' the densities at P and 1 )1 respectively. 
In (23), Ci stands for 
bF '  
5 pi t -t- qi~e ', 
so that C~ contains a term of the form M0 + 5Y, where M and 
N are arbitrary constants. F contains a term equal to 
(M0+N)p, so that the right-hand member of (25) is 
independent of the arbitrary constants M and N. If it 
were possible to choose the constants M and IN so that 
p'Sd.- o lp,u. 
could be neglected with respect o T for all the possible 
values of the temperature and densities at P', then (25) 
would simplify into 
T=SFdx , . . . . . .  (27) 
which, I consider, is not a proper expression of T. Equation 
(27) has apparently the same form as commonly given, but 
it is different in these respects: F contains ~a/~x, and is 
made up of two terms, the first being equal to 
~ EdD 
and the second being independent of D but a function of 
5~ n+3 variables % ~x' 8, p1, p~,, . . .  p~, where during the 
integration these n+ 3 variables are to be kept constant. 
Next let us find the relation between the temperature 
coefificieut of surface tension and the entropy per unit area 
3F  
1-I dx, (28) 
=- - _ ]50  " . . . .  
the integral being extended from 1 a' to P ' .  
In the case of one independent constituent, so called, the 
temperature coefficient of T is definite ; but when there are 
more independent constituents, there is an infinite number 
of the temperature coefficients according to the different 
modes of change. Let us take any definite mode of change 
and denote the corresponding variations by using the symbol d. 
By (23), (24), (25), and (28) we have at once 
dTdo ~t9~ dO~ rP* +H= d.- -£ dO 2 .d.. (29) 
_Phil. Mag. S. 6. ¥ol. 43.1%. 256. April 1922. 2 U 
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658 Thermodynamlcal Theory of Surface Tension. 
Now take the case of only one independent constituent, 
so called. Here (29) beconles 
dT dp' i ' -  d i3F ' \  f +H= ~j  a , -  ~[~-~,).I pg, . .  (30) 
d-O 
Take the same case and let a unit area of the capillary 
layer be formed from the first liquid under a constant 
temperature and in a reversible manner, and let W t)e the 
work done on the mass spreading over the unit area of the 
layer, and Q the quantity el the hea~ absorbed by the same 
mass during the change, and U its intrinsic energy. Then 
it can easily he shown that 
I • 
= + )&, . . . .  (31) 
Q dW 1 d p f  
~0 = dO p, . ,  (e--p')dx . . . . .  (32) 
, dT 1 , ~ ~g) j (, - g) &, (33) U=u: fp&+T-e  +; (p -o  ' " 
where u / is the intrinsic energy per unit mass of the fluid at 
P+. As may be expected, equations (31), (32), and (33) 
have the same tbrm compared with the case in which the 
electric field in the la)er of transition is not taken into 
account. 
Now consider the ease in which there is neither cation nor 
anion• When the layer is placed in an electric field normal 
to it, the surface tension T depends upon the electric 
displacement D' at p/. By using (6) and observing that the 
right hand sides of (20) and (21) are even functions of D', 
it is immediately Seen that when D' is infi.itely small and 
the temperature is kept constant during the change, 
dT 
d~ =0, 
which shows that the surface tension is maximum or minimum 
for D'=0, although, perhaps, W,"-W~' does not vanish. 
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